Abstract-Normally visual surveillance systems are based on background subtraction to detect foreground objects and then conduct multiple objects tracking with data association and tracking filters in an open-loop procedure. Different from the state-of-the-art approaches, this paper discusses a closed-loop object detection and tracking method. In our proposed method, each pixel is first modeled with an adaptive Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs). Second, foreground moving objects are tracked by Multiple Hypotheses Trackers (MHT) together with an adaptive Interacting Multiple Models (IMM) method. With the IMM approach, object's dynamic properties can be better modeled to get more accurate dynamic tracking results. Third, our proposed closedloop approach uses the object tracking results to adjust the GMMs' parameters to extract foreground object pixels more accurately. With this closed-loop approach, the accuracy of both object detection and tracking are improved without increasing computational costs. The proposed new algorithm is tested with extensive experimental videos collected from different scenarios such as urban streets, intersections, and highways. Experimental results demonstrated the efficiency and robustness of our proposed algorithm in handling object detection and tracking in real-time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Target tracking is one of the essential requirements for visual surveillance systems. In recent years, there has been considerable research work on object tracking. Almost every state-of-the-art tracking algorithm [1] , [2] follows the procedure of target tracking based on background subtraction, so tracking results are sensitive to inaccurate results of background subtraction. Computational requirements have also limited the development of real-time video processing applications. Most methods with higher accuracy need longer computational time; on the other hand, some simple and effective methods only work well with additional constraints for controlled situations.
Accordingly, this paper proposes and evaluates an effective closed-loop background subtraction and tracking approach which directly and iteratively learn from tracking results. Rather than improving the accuracy of background subtraction through complex modeling with heavy computation, we explore the idea that pixels predicted as foreground through target tracking have larger probabilities to be finally classified as foreground pixels than others. By implementing multiple dynamic models, we combine the motion properties of objects with their status estimates to use the objects' motion status from the current frame to update parameters of background subtraction for the next frame. Experiments with numerous video sequences have demonstrated that not only the accuracy of multiple objects tracking can be improved, but the computational complexity also maintains real time performance.
The paper is organized as follows: A brief description about related work is presented in Section 2, Section 3 presents the structure of the whole system. Section 4 details our proposed closed-loop tracking method. Extensive experimental results with multiple urban dynamic scenes are presented in section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 6.
II. OTHER RELATED WORK
Multiple objects tracking is a fundamental issue in visual surveillance system. In recent years, numerous approaches exist to explore tracking problems, in which detect-before-tracking method is has been proved to be a popular and effective class of current research orientation.
Our approach shares similarities with [3] in background subtraction, However they only use baseline GMMs with fixed values of parameters, which brings errors if only small differentiation exists between backgrounds and foregrounds spatio-temporally. The succeeding works are A Closed-loop Background Subtraction Approach for Multiple Models based Multiple Objects Tracking presented in [4] [5] and [6] , which build Gaussian mixture models in pixel-level and implement models update based on Bayesian classification. Besides static camera detection in these papers, Hayman and Eklundh [7] suggest a statistical background subtraction method for a mobile observer as well. A small amount of literature focuses on foreground segmentation after background subtraction due to possible blob merging and overlapping [8] [9]. Tu and Krahnstoever [10] use a likelihood function that is parameterized on the shape and location of objects to partition a given set of image features, and then use EM formulation to implement maximum likelihood estimates of both model parameters and grouping. Blob tracking is a popular low-cost approach after foreground segmentation for tracking objects such as Rad and Jamzad in [11] , [12] . It entails extracting blobs in each frame, and tracking is performed by associating blobs from one frame to the next. A multiple human tracking system is built in [4] , which uses a multi-blob tracker and locates people by head top candidates. Its performance degrades when multiple objects merge into one blob due to proximity or occlusion. As a result, the use of motion modeling and estimation becomes necessary when one wishes to accurately detect and track multiple people in scenes including occlusion.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A universal assumption in surveillance systems is that the difference between foreground and background in the image is the relative status of movement and stillness. It is easy to distinguish foreground pixels from the others if the foreground values vary substantially over time. In practice, small differences often occur due to slow movements and complex background. Consequently, there could be more accurate in classification if there were initial information about objects' motion status. Our approach extends the Gaussian Mixture Models method [3] by adaptively setting the background subtraction sensitivity parameters for different pixels based on different predicted motion status. After background subtraction, morphological processing and connected components labeling are used to remove noise and surplus foreground blobs. Then the Interacting Multiple Models (IMM) method [13] is used to model the motion patterns of moving objects by considering multiple motion modes of the foreground objects as a Markov chain process. The propagation and prediction of tracked objects are based on Multiple Hypothesis Trackers (MHT) [14] . We combined IMM and MHT to implement state prediction under multiple motion modes in parallel and the final states are obtained through IMM optimal estimation. The motion mode probabilities of tracking objects are updated during the tracking process and returned to GMMs for parameter adaptation. The structure of the method is shown in Figure 1 , in which the closed-loop iteration is emphasized inside of the broken lines.
The major contributions of this paper are listed as follows: 1) An idea that pixels predicted as foreground Figure 1 . The structure of our closed-loop background subtraction and tracking method through target tracking have larger probabilities to be finally classified as foreground pixels than others is exploited in our method. By implementing multiple dynamic models, we combine the motion properties of objects with their status estimates, so that we can use the objects' motion status from the current frame to adaptively update parameters of background subtraction for the next frame.
2) Performance evaluation is carried out on a large variety of high dynamic scenarios, with size similar or larger to those of commonly used databases, containing partial and complete occlusion between objects. The evaluation is in terms of the kind of actions, subjects and videos, and good results with considerable robustness are obtained, which demonstrate that tracking results are indeed informative for background subtraction in object detection.
IV. OUR PROPOSED METHOD

A. GMMs for background subtraction
Stauffer and Grimson [3] dynamically model the pixels' color value as a mixture of Gaussians, and classify the pixels as foreground or background based on whether the Gaussian distribution which represents it most effectively belongs to the background models or not. The advantage of this method is that it is robust and has real-time performance. In particular, it is robust under some challenging conditions like variations in lighting, background clutter, and so on. However the Gaussian Mixture Models method (GMMs) lacks robustness for some situations, e.g., there are minor color differences between foreground objects and the background, targets move at very low speed, etc. Consequently pixels with small variations in the spatio-temporal domain may be classified as background by GMMs. Our goal is to improve the backgroundforeground classification results based on feedback from the tracker.
The value of a pixel at time t is denoted by x(t), which is modeled by mixed Gaussians with M components. In order to make the decision whether the pixel belongs to background (bg) or some foreground objects (fg), we will refer to the background model p(x(t)/bg). As we don't know anything prior about the foreground objects, the background model is estimated by a training set X(t) = {x(t − 1), ...,x(1)}, which is updated from the previous estimated classification resultsx(t − T )(T ∈ {1, t − 1}). Then based on Gaussian Mixture Model with M components, 
else,
which is for the remaining models. Therefore, the background model can be approximated by the first N largest model clusters.
where T is a threshold value of the minimum portion of data that should be classified as background. So if the T value is higher for one pixel, the probability belonging to background is higher. On the other hand, T represents the extent to which the background color information has been included in the background model. Images in the first row in Fig. 2 show the background subtraction results for image (a) with different T (T =0.8, 0.5, 0.2) and different α(0.01, 0.005, 0.002), which indicates that smaller α will slower the updating speed of background. It seems that the result with T = 0.8, α = 0.01 is the best. But is such assignment the best one in all situations? To test this, we applied another two images from another video. We find that background subtraction results with T = 0.8, α = 0.002 is better than T = 0.8, α = 0.01 ones. As a result, stationary setting for T and α are not suitable in background subtraction.
From the images we also find that as T is smaller, more noise appears and background refreshment speed is slower. In our approach T is different in background and foreground predicted areas, and such predictive classification is determined by Kalman filtering results based on optimal tracking results from previous frames. T is exponentially estimated based on the initial value T f for the pixels predicted in the foreground area, which is denoted as fg(t/t−1). While T b is the constant threshold for the pixels if they are predicted to be in the background, denoted as bg(t/t − 1). θ is a feedback coefficient from target tracking, which will be defined in subsection B. After we adaptively set the threshold T based on θ , background subtraction is more sensitive in moving foreground object detection, and the miss detection rate for objects moving at very low speed is also decreased. Result based on our approach is shown in Fig.2(b) .
As GMMs is a pixel based method, foreground objects are represented as some clusters of pixels. Morphology filtering like dilation and erosion and connected component labeling are used to filter the foreground regions and connect them into blobs.
B. Multiple Motion Models for Objects Tracking
In general, foreground objects have complex and nonlinear motion properties. If we take a vehicle for example, typical motion properties at intersections include: stopping, accelerating, decelerating, etc. Thus a single motion model can hardly represent all the possible motion states. In our approach, multiple linear motion models are employed for tracking, so "the occurrence of target maneuvers can be explicitly included in the kinematic equations through regime jumps" [13] with hybrid models.
We define the motion behavior of a moving object as a model, which has a mathematical representation. There are three models used here. Our dynamic models can be represented as x t ∼ N (D t x t−1 ; Σ t ), where D t indicates the state updating model. The three dynamics models are: a) Stationary model: the state of an object is moving under random noise, which is suitable for tracking approximately stationary objects. where p t is the position, v t the constant velocity of a moving point, and a t the constant acceleration of the moving point at time t. We exploit the combination of an IMM approach [13] with a Track-Oriented MHT method [14] for multiple target tracking. The final optimal output tracking results are based on the combination of optimal estimates of all motion models,
where
is the optimal estimate of the ith model, which is obtained by optimizing prediction based on frame t − 1 and the observation of current frame O t ; and p j (t|t − 1, O t ) is its covariance matrix at frame t, which is obtained by prediction with Kalman filtering and then data association with MHT. x(t|t − 1, O t ) and p(t|t−1, O t ) denote the final optimal output result and its covariance. The details about IMM is in [13] . µ j (t) is the mode probability of the ith model, which is updated with respect to model innovation by the following equations after data association in the process of tracking. r j (t) and s j (t) denote the residual and its covariance of filter j which can both be obtained from filtering, and Φ j (t) is the likelihood function.
In order to test the relationship between mode probabilities and objects' motions, we recorded the changes of the probabilities of three motion models for one tracked vehicle in one scene. The initial values of µ i (i = 1, 2, 3) are set as {0.025, 0.95, 0.025}, because we assume that vehicles running at constant velocity is the most common event in surveillance scenes. The motion models property changing process is shown in Fig. 3 Figure 3 . Changes of models' probabilities. The blue line stands for the variation of stationary model's probability as the target moves, the red line stands for variation of constant velocity model and the green one stands for variation of constant acceleration model. different colors show the different motion probabilities during the tracking process. The blue line stands for stationary model, the green for constant velocity model and the red for constant acceleration model. First, the vehicle starts and its velocity is near zero, so the probability of constant velocity mode is declining, and the probability of stationary mode is increasing. And then, the vehicle began to accelerate, so the line of constant acceleration model begins to clinb. After a litter while, it stops accelerating and runs at a constant velocity, so the red line declines again, and the probability of the stationary mode is continue declining ,but green line is climbing to be near 0.8. Based on the above analysis, we choose µ 0 (t) as the feedback θ in our method due to the following considerations:
a) the variance of µ 0 (t) is determined by the objects' tiny motion relative to the background, which provides an efficient approach to discover the small difference between foreground and background; b) µ 0 (t) shares the motion property of objects and is updated in every tracking iteration; c) µ 0 (t) decreases to near zero as the velocity of the objects are more stable and faster when moving objects can be easily distinguished from the background.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate our method on a large variety of challenging sequences, including PETS'09 S2 [15] (Fig.4(a) ∼ (d)) for multi-person tracking and our own traffic scenario datasets for multi-vehicle tracking: binary roadways (Fig.4(e) ), complex crossing area (Fig.4(f) ), simple crossing area (Fig.5) and highway (Fig.6 ). These sequences are taken from different viewpoints, and they vary with respect to type of movement, amount of occlusion and size of object. Some datasets show scenarios from an elevated viewpoint including tens of objects with diminutive size, while others are captured at eye level, which brings size changing problem when objects moving from far to near. For all sequences, we use only a single static camera, and do not employ any object detector specifically trained for a certain application scenario or a training procedure. The system is implemented on standard PC hardware (2 Quad CPU at 2.66GHz), and works in real-time to achieve more than 20 fps when the images are 320*240 with about more than 20 targets.
We use Accurate Rate, FN (false negative rate), FP (false positive rate) and ID (number of switched ID) to evaluate the tracking performance. The false negative occurs when objects exist but not detected, which is most likely happened with slow movements. The false positive is caused by a drifting blob, whose target is not detected after previous frame due to occlusion or blob merging. If an object leaves the image while a new object appears, the tracking blob may switch its identity. According to table, the accuracy of our method is reasonably high. Tracking accuracy for vehicles is higher than pedestrians, as the movements of people are much more complex than vehicles, which increasing difficulties for background subtraction. Especially for the sequences captured at an eye level, partial and complete occlusions occur ever and again, which does lower detection accuracy.
Some tracking outputs are presented in Fig. 4 , in which the foreground segmentation images are also showed on the right side of each tracking image. Images (a) to (d) are from PETS'09 dataset recorded from several synchronized cameras of different viewpoints, and threeviewpoint images are showed here. In contrast to the typical pedestrian sequences, traffic videos impose additional difficulties. As in image (e), the size of object varies tremendously according to its position. In another challenging scenario like image (f), a large region near crossing area is included, so that the number of vehicles and complex movements are both problems. As our method is based on the GMMs method, we can not only solve the problems mentioned by Stauffer and Grimson [3] , but also archive more accurate results on other challenging conditions, like vehicles running at a very low speed (Fig. 5) , or vehicles with similar colors to the background (Fig. 6 ). From these images we can find that objects in such situations are often partially extracted by GMMs, which causes inaccurate tracking results. Our method successfully solved these problems by selectively strengthening the sensitivity of foreground areas. 
VI. CONCLUSION
A simple and effective method is presented in this paper for background subtraction based on multiple target tracking. It is achieved by a closed-loop process for background subtraction parameter updating from iterative learning of tracking results. By making use of the combination of unilateral erosion and dilation operators, we implement blob analysis to obtain foreground objects. In order to associate observation with existed trackers, we apply Kalman filtering based MHT to make the connection, and an IMM method is exploited to model multiple motions of foreground objects, which brings tracking information back to parameters of background subtraction in the next frame.
In our experiments, image sequences from PETS'09 dataset and four other datasets are used to evaluate our proposed approach. It is demonstrated that our method can work well in more challenging conditions, such as foreground moving objects having complex motion properties, foreground objects similar to the background, partial and complete occlusion and so on. The experiments results show that the processing costs of our closed-loop tracking system is less than 50 ms for one frame with the size of 720*576. So our system is suitable for real world applications.
In the future, the work described here could be improved of extended along some of the following points. In order to get more status information of foreground objects, the spatio-temporal information of each object could be extracted to record their motion situation and predict their movement tendency. On the other hand, there has to be discrimination between objects and human beings to improve the object detection performance.
